and those without a promise or who will survive a Global Catastrophe

called an' ICE AGE, unharmed and without a worry. s
The beginnings to the ritual in burning; or smoking ceremonial Indian
(or any Ancient) Tobacco, is the smoke is in recognition _bo the smoke of
the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT who created Coal and Oil from the refuge of non
believers in a Great Migration(Civílized call it:An Ice Age)along with
the smoke from burned trees tells the CREATOR what type of animal life
will be created in the new wor'ld.(Ever‘y Ancient throughout the world has
had song and dances for this)
Now! The super' Elite who have recorded all animal life and the type of
primitives that lived around the animal life, somehow made a evaluation
that certain forests and trees, if they were destroyed, it would create
a certain type of animal life associated with certain human life. If' we
take present civilized thinking today, the Super Elite want no Black, Brown,
Red, or Yellow races in the New World.
BOY! Are these Ding Bats in for a surprise. Lets omit the lndian prophecy
on what the animals will do in their hunt for humans who will know the
identity of nonbeliever‘s to kill ín the last days before the Great Migratio
The Anthropology and Archaeology finds of the VERO and MELBOURNE MAN plus the Ancient Writting of Indians going
back two Ice Ages,
THE INDIAN WILL BE HERE AND WAITING AFTER IT CLEARS AFTER AN ICE AGE.
Lets go_tc the civilized christian Bible which pretty much follows the Indian Bible, to secche group that will be waiting.
_ _ncllan nlole, , i _ Book of Genesis, Chapter 6, Verse l4.:"There were giants in the earth
in those days; and also after *The flood had no effect
on them. that*,when the sons of God came
They were not part of man that 1n unto the daughters of men, had to be detroyed. ahd they hare to therp,
THERE WILL BE GIANTS HERE AND WAITING AFTER IT CLEARS AFTER AN ICE AGE BECAUSE THEY'
FOLLOWED THE INDIAN THROUGH AN ICE AGE. â

